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TOMAXKOECHERON HIS ~OTHBIRTHDAY 
The purpose of this note is to show that the type of problem considered by 
Professor Waterhouse in the preceding paper has its natural setting in the theory of 
generic norms of finite-dimensional Jordan algebras. Using this approach the results 
can be obtained on forms of the determinant and considerably more by invoking 
well-known results on Jordon algebras. The most general class of Jordan algebras 
that shall be considered is that of the separable ones. The key fact, which is easily 
established, is that forms of the generic norm of such an algebra are algebra forms 
of isotopes of the algebra. The algebra forms of the important algebras in our class 
are well known. Perhaps the most important of these were determined in 1949 by F. 
D. Jacobson and the author by a method based on special universal envelopes. This 
circumvented the use of Galois descent hat had been used earlier for the analogous 
problems for Lie algebras by W. Landherr and by the author. Another known 
Jordan result is that similarity of generic norms of separable Jordan algebras holds 
if and only if the algebras are isotopic. Thus the determination of the forms and 
conditions for similarity can be derived from the Jordan theory. 
1. BACKGROUND 
In order to encompass the case of characteristic two we shall deal with 
(unital) quadratic Jordan algebras as defined by McCrimmon [IO]. General 
references for these are the monographs [4,6]. We shall be interested only in 
algebras over an infinite field @. For such a base ring we can define a (unital 
quadratic) Jordan algebra to be a triple (Y, U, l), where .P is a vector 
space over @, 1 E X and U is a quadratic map of Y into End, .P 
satisfying 
QJl u, = 1-9-2 
QJ2 UC2 Ub UC7 =U”,b 9 
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QJ3 ~fUa,b =uclt, - U, - U, and IJ’~,~ is defined by 
V,,,x = U,,, b, then U, V,,* = V,,, U,. 
The prototype of such an algebra is the Jordan algebra d ’ obtained from 
an associative algebra &’ over @ by taking 1 to be the unit of SZZ and 
defining U, by U,x = axa. If char @ # 2 the concept of Jordan algebra as 
we have defined it is equivalent to the original one defined by Jordan 
(see [4 I). 
We recall a few key concepts and results that we shall need. First, we 
define the powers of a E X inductively by a0 = 1, a’ = a, an’2 = Uaa”. 
Also we define invertibility of an element a and the inverse by: U, is inver- 
tible in End, Y and a-’ = U(;‘a. For a to be invertible it suffices that 
1 & U,(X). In df, d associative, the Jordan powers of a are the same as 
the associative powers and a is invertible in S? ’ if and only if it is invertible 
in &‘. Then a-’ in d+ is d-i in&‘. 
If u is an invertible element of a Jordan algebra 3, then u defines a new 
Jordan algebra XCU) = (7, VU,, u -’ ), This is called the u-isotope of X. If 
E is an extension field of X the quadratic map U has a unique extension U 
to a quadratic map of S, = E OS .Y into End, S,. This defines the 
extension Jordan algebra (/,, U, 1). For M’ associative we have 
c44+ = w+)E. 
Now let .P be finite dimensional. If a E j7 and f(n) E @[A], then the 
meaning off(a) is clear. We also write af(a) for g(a), where g(A) = @‘(A). In 
characteristic two it may happen then that f(a) = 0 but ufla) # 0. On the 
other hand, there exists a unique manic polynomial pu,@) of least degree such 
that ~~(a) = 0 and a,u,(a) = 0 (Jacobson and Katz [8]). ,u$) is called the 
minimum polynomial of a. Now let (ui,..., un) be a base for .P/@ and let 
r, ,.,., &, be indeterminates, P = @(r, ,..., &) the rational function field in the 
&. Let ,P = LPP and let x = C riui. We call x a generic element of X. Let 
m,(;l) = A” - T,(& ,..., <,) Am-’ + .*. + (-ly Trn(Cl ,***, C,) (1) 
be the minimum polynomial of x. It can be shown that ti(r,,.... &) is 
homogeneous polynomial in the es. Hence if a = C aiui, ai E @, then we 
can specialize ri - ai to obtain the manic polynomial m,(1) = 
1” - s,(a) A”‘-’ + ..a + (-l)m s,(a), where r,(a) = t((c+,..., a,). This is 
called the generic minimum polynomial of a. It is easy to see that m,(a) = 0 
and that m,(n) is independent of the choice of the base and is unchanged in 
passing from Y to S, for any extension field E/Q. The element 
N(a) = 7,(a) is called the generic norm of a. We have N(a) = 1 and m,(n) = 
N(13 1- a). We define the adjoint a# of a by 
a#= (-I)“-’ C (-1)’ zi(a) a+‘-’ (2) 
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and the trace bilinear form of N by 
T(a, b) = (A;N)(AyN) - A;AtN, (3) 
where AgF for a polynomial map F is defined to be the coefficient of i in 
F(b + an). The following formula has been proved by McCrimmon [13]: 
T(a#, b) = Ai N. (4) 
An element a is invertible if and only if N(u) # 0. Then u- ’ = N(u)- ’ a#. 
We also have Hua’s identity: If a, b and a + 6-l are invertible, then a + U, b 
is invertible and 
(a + l&b)-’ + (a + b-l>-’ = u-l (5) 
(Jacobson [2, p. 2] or [6, p. 1.241). 
2. SEPARABLE JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 1. A finite-dimensional Jordan algebra is called separable if 
its trace bilinear form is nondegenerate. 
The structure of separable Jordan algebras of char # 2 is known. These 
are direct sums of simple Jordan algebras with separable fields as centers 
(Jacobson [3, p. 239)). A similar result can be proved for char Q, = 2. Here 
certain simple algebras have to be dropped, namely, certain algebras of 
quadratic forms and the algebras Z“(J$,J) of symmetric elements of a 
simple associative algebra &’ with involution J of first kind. On the other 
hand, one has to add the algebra R(&‘, J)‘, the outer ideal generated by 1 in 
Z’(zZ, J), where L.Y is simple with involution J of first kind and symplectic 
type. We shall not give the details of the general structure theorem for the 
case char @ = 2. Instead we shall indicate some of the most important 
instances of these Jordan algebras in the algebraically closed case of any 
characteristic. 
If @ is algebraically closed the following is the list of separable simple 
Jordan algebras over @ together with their generic norms. 
(I) M,(Q)+ the m*-dimensional vector space of M x m matrices 
over @ with the Jordan operator U, defined by U,x = uxu. Here 
N(u) = det a. 
(II) R(M,(@), t), the (m(m + 1)/2)-dimensional vector space of 
ordinary symmetric matrices as subalgebra of M,(Q)+. Here N(u) = det a. 
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(III) X(M&@), t,), the (m(2m - 1)/2-dimensional vector space of 
2m x 2m matrices a such that as is alternate For s = diag{q, q,,..,q), 
as subalgebra of M*,(Q)‘. Here N(a) = Pf(as). 
(IV) Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over @, 1 an element 
of V, Q a quadratic form on V such that Q(1) = 1. Define Q(a, 6) = 
Q(a + b) - Q(a) - Q(6), r(a) = Q(a, l), h = T(a) 1 - 5 and 
U, b = Q(a, 6) - Q(a) 6, 
This gives a Jordan structure on V so that 1 is the unit. We denote this 
Jordan algebra as Jord(Q, 1). The generic norm in Jord(Q, 1) is N(a) = Q(a). 
Then Jord(Q, 1) is separable if and only if the bilinear form 
Q(u, b)(=T(a, 6)) is nondegenerate. 
(V) Let 0 be the octonion algebra over @ and let A?(M,(CD)) denote 
the set of 3 x 3 hermitian octonion matrices with diagonal entries in Q, 
a, a3 a2 
A = ci, a2 a, 
i - i 
. (6) 
a2 aI a3 
Following Freudenthal one defines a determinant in X’(M3(0)) by 
N(A) = det A = a1a2a3 + t(u,a,a,) - C ain( (7) 
where t(a, a2 a,) = a,(a, a3) + (cf3 Cr,) 8, , n(a,) = ai&. We can calculate the 
trace bilinear form of N to be 
T(A 9 B) = i aipi + i t(hi bi), 1 1 (8) 
if B has the form (6) with pi and bi replacing ai and ai, respectively. It 
follows that T(A, B) is nondegenerate and hence we can define A # by 
T(A#, B) = d:N for all B. It can be verified that the adjoint A * satisfies the 
adjoint identity 
A*=N(A)A (9) 
and this can be used to show that if we define 1 to be the identity matrix and 
U,,B=T(A,B)A-A#xB, (10) 
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where A xB=(A +B)“-A#-B#, then we obtain a Jordan algebra 
(McCrimmon [ 11, p. 5031). The generic norm in the algebra is given by (7). 
Since the trace form is nondegenerate his Jordan algebra is separable. 
3. GENERAL RESULTS 
DEFINITION 2. Let 3 be a finite-dimensional Jordan algebra over a field 
6, # the generic norm of 4, I the unit of 7. Let @ be a subfield of 6. 
Then 
(i) A @-form X of (3, fi) is @-subspace of 2 such that 
s = 6X z 3 &, Y (canonically) and g(S) c @. 
- - 
(ii) A @-form Y of (X,N, 1) is a @-form of (2, fi) containing 1. 
(iii) An algebra @-form of 7 is a @-subalgebra of 2 such that 
~=CW-S5@,2-. 
The following lemma will be needed for the proof of our first main 
theorem: 
LEMMA. Let S, be a subspace of a jkte-dimensional Jordan algebra 
X/Q containing 1 and closed under inversion (if a E S, is invertible in ,P, 
then a-’ E S,). Then S, is a subalgebra of .X. 
Proof If N denotes the generic norm in X, then the conditions N(a) # 0, 
N(b) f 0, N(a + b-l) # 0 (equivalently, N(U,a + b) # 0) define a 
nonvacuous Zariski open subset of S, x S,. The hypothesis and Hua’s 
identity imply that for (a, b) in the subset, U, b E S,. Now let (u, ,..., u,) be 
a base for X such that (ui,..., u,) is a base for S,. Then for a, b E 4,, 
U,b = C:f;:(a, b) ui, where fi are polynomial functions. Our result shows 
that &(a, b) = 0 if i > r and (a, b) is in a Zariski open subset of S, X S,. 
Hence f;:(a, b) = 0 and U,b E S, for all a, b E S,. Thus S, is a 
subalgebra. I 
Now let 6 be the algebraic closure of @, 7 a finite-dimensional separable 
Jordan algebra over 6, 8 and f the generic norm and trace bilinear form, 
respectively of, 3. Then we have 
THEOREM 1. (i) Any @-form Y of (2, N, 1) is an algebra Q-form, 
(ii) Any @-form of (y,%) is an algebra @-form of an isotope of 4. 
Proo$ (i) Let N= N (X. A Vandermonde determinant argument 
shows that if a, b E ,P, then d:NE @. Then, by (3), T(a, b) E @ for 
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a, b E X. Let (u, ,..., u,) be a base for X/G, hence for y/Q. For given a 
the system of equations 
T(a#, ui) = A Z’N, i<i,<n (11) 
is a linear system with coeffkients in @. Since T is nondegenerate he deter- 
minant of the coeffkients of these equations is #O. Hence they have a unique 
solution a” E Y. Then a-l - N(a)- ’ a”E 3 for every a E Y such that 
N(a) f 0. 
Let 
where the yijk, Bijkl E 6. Since the yijk, Bijk, are algebraic over @ they 
generate a finite-dimensional extension field E/Q. Then X’ = EX is an E- 
subalgebra of 2 which is finite dimensional over @ and contains 4. It now 
follows from the lemma that X is a @-subalgebra of Y’ and hence of 3. 
Hence X is an algebra @-form of 2. 
(ii) Let (piI be a base for s/Q and write N(x) = 2 N@) pi, where 
Ni(x) is a polynomial in indeterminates with coefficients in @. We may 
assume N,(x) # 0 and choose values of the indeterminates in Cp to obtain an 
element u E .P such that N(u) # 0. Now consider the u-‘-isotope of y(‘-‘) 
of .F with unit u. Its generic norm is NCU-‘) = N(u-‘) N= N(u)-’ i% Since 
!V(y-“(CP) c CD we can apply (i) to conclude that ,P is an algebra @-form of 
the isotope .y(*-‘) of 3. a 
We also have 
THEOREM 2. Let S; and S, be separable and let 7 be a norm similarity 
of S, onto 3,. Then r is an isotopy. Moreover, if q( 1,) = l,, then q is an 
isomorphism. 
The proof given for char @ # 2 in [3, p. 2441 carries over with minor 
modifications. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
The algebra @-forms of the algebras (I)--(II) of Section 1 (with @ replaced 
by its algebraic closure 6) were determined by Jacobson and Jacobson [ 1, 
pp. 157-1601. For (I) the @-forms are either the Jordan algebras &+, d 
finite-dimensional central simple associative or the Jordan algebras 
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X(&, J) of symmetric elements of a finite-dimensional simple associative 
algebra with center a quadratic extension of @ and involution J of second 
kind. Isomorphism of s?: and s’:, where 4 is finite-dimensional central 
simple associative holds if and only if either d, is isomorphic or anti- 
isomorphic to dZ. If (4, Ji) is finite-dimensional simple associative with 
involution of second kind then X(&i, Ji) z R(s9,, J,) o (s/, , J,) z (~4~) J,
as algebras with involution. 
The algebras in (III) with m = 2 are somewhat exceptional. Hence, we 
assume m # 2 in this case. With this restriction the algebra @-forms of the 
Jordan algebras in (II) and (III) are of the form Z(&‘,J), where (sZ,J) is 
central simple with involution (of first kind). Two such Jordan algebras are 
isomorphic if and only if the associative algebras with involution are 
isomorphic. -- 
The Jordan algebras s = Jord(V, Q, 1) over @ defined in (IV) Section 2 
are generically algebraic of degree 2: If F(a) = Q(a, 1 ), then 
a* - ?(a) a + Q(a) 1 = 0. If follows that if .Y is an algebra @-form of 2, 
then Y is generically algebraic of degree 2 over # and hence 
Y = Jord(v, Q, 1) for I’, a vector space over @, 1 an element of V and Q a 
quadratic form on Y such that Q(1) = 1 (Jacobson and McCrimmon 19, 
P. 91). 
We consider next the algebra @-forms of the algebra Z(n/r,(UD)) in V. 
These are given in two constructions due to Tits (see Jacobson (6, 
pp. 2.26-2.301). For the first of these we begin with a central simple 
associative algebra S’ of degree and form X = d(3) whose elements we 
denote as 
a = (a,, a,, Q2), U,Ed. (12) 
Let P be a nonzero element of @ and define 
Na) = @rJ) + w(q) +p-‘@,) - ~@,q~*), (13) 
where n and t are the reduced (or generic) norm and trace in s?. We define a 
Jordan algebra structure Jord(&,p) on X by taking 1 = (1, 0,O) and 
defining the U-map by 
U, b = T(a, b) a - a# x 6, (14) 
where T(u, b) is the trace bilinear form determined by N (which is 
nondegenerate), u# is defined by T(u#, b) = AiN for all b and 
axb=(u+b)#-a”-bX. 
For Tits’ second construction we begin with a simple associative algebra 
& of degree three over its center P a quadratic extension of @, and assume 
&’ has an involution J: a * a* of second kind. We assume also that 
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Z(d, J) contains an element u such that n(u) =,+*, where ,U # 0 in P. Let 
.P=Z@d,Z=Z’(d,J) and define for a=@,~,), FEZ, a,EVoP, 
N(a) = n(h) + pn(uJ + p*n(a:> - t(hu, uu,X>, (15) 
where II and t are as in the first construction. We also define 1 = (1,0) and 
U, b as in the first construction. This gives a Jordan algebra Jord(.&‘, J, ,D, u). 
The two constructions give forms of the algebra Z(A4,(0)) and every 
algebra @-form can be obtained in this way (McCrimmon [ 12, 
pp. 306-3131). Conditions for isomorphism of these algebras that are not 
division algebras are known (Racine [ 161). Results in the division algebra 
case are not complete (see Petersson and Rscine [ 141 and a forthcoming 
paper [ 15 ] by these authors). 
We conclude by considering one case of an algebra that is not simple. Let 
$-(“’ be the direct sum of n copies of the base field 6, @(“+ the 
corresponding Jordan algebra. Since 4 (‘)+ has degree n (= degree of the 
generic minimum polynomial), any algebra @-form of g(n)+ has degree n. If 
aEd+, where & is associative, then the minimum polynomial ,u~(A) of a in 
the Jordan algebra dt is the same as the minimum polynomial of a in &‘. 
We know also that for any finite-dimensional Jordan algebra Y/Q the 
subset of elements a whose minimum polynomials ,u,@) have degree equal to 
the degree of X is nonvacuous and open 18, p. 2221. It follows that if .Y is 
an algebra @form of s(n)+, then X = #[a]‘, where ,u&) is a separable 
polynomial. Moreover, @[a] is a direct sum of separable fields and it is 
readily seen that any direct sum of separable xtension fields is isomorphic 
to an algebra @-form of s’(“) and the corresponding Jordan algebra is 
isomorphic to an algebra @-form of $‘n)t. 
Now let &’ be any finite-dimensional separable commutative associative 
algebra over an infinite field @. Then &’ = 0: Ei, where Ei is a separable 
field extension of @. If a = (a,, a*,..., a,), where ai E Ei, then we define 
(16) 
It is readtly seen that N,,, (a) = N(u) the generic norm of a in the Jordan 
algebra & + . We can use Theorem 2 to prove 
THEOREM 3. Let S? and 9 be finite-dimensional separable commutative 
associative algebras over (an infinite>Jield @ and let 9 be a bijective linear 
map of A? onto 9 such that 1 - 1. Then q is an isomorphism if and only if 
N,,,(w) = Km&)~ UEd. (17) 
ProojI We have d = @[a] and q is an isomorphism if and only if the 
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minimum polynomial ,u,~,,(I.) =p,(L). Similarly v is an isomorphism of the 
Jordan algebra & + onto 9’ if and only if ,u,(,) =pu,(A). The result now 
follows from Theorem 2. D 
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